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General self-rated health (SRH) is widely used to study trends and inequalities in population health. Recently,
there has been an increased interest in understanding the measurement properties of SRH. This study evaluated
for the first time the test-retest reliability of SRH among US adults. Analyses were based on a nationally repre-
sentative sample of 9,235 adults interviewed in the 2005–2008 National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
(NHANES). Respondents reported SRH on 2 occasions (about 1 month apart). Kappa statistics, polyserial corre-
lations, and agreement tabulations were used to assess reliability across population subgroups; regression models
tested the association of sociodemographic factors and the stability of the rating. Nearly 40% of respondents
changed their health rating between interviews, indicating moderate test-retest reliability of SRH. Reliability differed
significantly by sociodemographic characteristics: Racial/ethnic minorities and adults with less education had lower
reliability of SRH judgments. Health events between interviews did not influence consistency, but conditional on
a rating change, they increased the odds of downgrading one’s health. The results suggest that 1) there is a sub-
stantial amount of error in individuals’ self-assessment of health and 2) reliability is worse for disadvantaged
sociodemographic groups, potentially biasing estimates of health inequalities among US adults.

adult; epidemiologic measurements; population; reliability; self report; United States

Abbreviations: NHANES, National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey; SRH, self-rated health.

Self-rated health (SRH), a single-item ordinal measure
with 5 levels, is a widely used indicator of general health
status in epidemiologic and population health research. One
reason for its pervasive use is the belief that SRH has high
predictive and concurrent validity, as measured by its asso-
ciation with subsequent mortality and varied measures of
morbidity, disability, and utilization of health services (1–5).

A necessary, although not sufficient, condition of validity is
reliability (also referred to as ‘‘consistency,’’ ‘‘reproducibility,’’
or ‘‘stability’’) or the degree to which repeated measures re-
main unchanged under the assumption that the measured
construct has not changed (6). From a modeling perspective,
low reliability contributes to measurement error, which often
biases results of analyses in which the construct is used as an
independent or dependent variable (7). Furthermore, reliabil-
ity may differ across population subgroups, affecting empir-
ical comparisons of these groups. Differential reliability
might be of particular concern with SRH, which is frequently
used to measure health disparities in the US population.

We are aware of only 2 studies, both using non-US data,
that analyzed the consistency of general SRH (8, 9). Both
found substantial variation in the ratings across 2 adminis-
trations of the health status questionnaire. However, cross-
country differences in the interpretation and reporting of
subjective health are well known and, thus, these results may
not be generalizable to the US population (10). The present
study tests for the first time the test-retest reliability of general
SRH in a nationally representative sample of US adults, with
responses from 2 interviews about 1 month apart. Reliability
is also compared across key sociodemographic characteristics
including age, gender, race, and level of education.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data

The analyses are based on data from the National Health
and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES), 2005–2008
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(11). The continuous survey collects an extensive range of
sociodemographic, lifestyle, and health-related information
from a nationally representative sample of the noninstitution-
alized civilian US population, by using a complex probability
sampling design with an oversample of African Americans
and Mexican Americans. Data were collected in 2 parts, first
in a household interview, followed about 1 month later by a
physical examination and additional questionnaire items ad-
ministered in a mobile examination center. The total house-
hold response rate for the interview was 74.9% combined for
both waves; about 96% of interviewed adults also partici-
pated in the medical examination. Detailed information about
response rates by sex and age is available in the NHANES
documentation (12).

The analytical sample was defined as respondents aged
20–80 years who answered both self-rated health questions
without the use of a proxy. Of the 10,566 adults aged 20–80
years in the NHANES sample, all but 7 (0.07%) had a valid
SRH value from the household interview, while 1,227 in-
dividuals (11.6%) were missing the second SRH rating
because they either did not participate in the mobile exam-
ination center examination or they did not answer the part
of the questionnaire that included the second SRH item.
Finally, an additional 97 adults (1.04%) who answered
one or both interviews with the help of a proxy were drop-
ped from the analysis, leaving a final analytical sample of
9,235 respondents.

We conducted bivariate and multivariate analyses to un-
derstand the correlates of nonresponse. Adults excluded from
analyses (n ¼ 1,331) were significantly more likely to be
either younger than 40 years or older than 60 years, nonwhite,
less educated, and in ‘‘poor’’ health (results available on re-
quest). Because these characteristics also tended to be asso-
ciated with lower reliability, our results provide a conservative
estimate of the overall variability in SRH ratings.

Measures

Self-rated health. SRH was assessed identically in 2 face-
to-face interviews conducted by a trained NHANES inter-
viewer: ‘‘In general, would you say your health is excellent,
very good, good, fair, or poor?’’ Because the number of re-
sponse categories influences reliability (13), we analyzed the
measure using both of these original 5 categories, as well as
the frequently used dichotomized version of excellent, very
good, or good versus fair or poor (2, 14, 15). The interviews
differed in their setting: The first interview was conducted in
the respondents’ homes, and the second one was in a mobile
examination center as a part of a medical examination.

Respondents’ characteristics. Age was categorized as
20–39, 40–59 (reference), and 60–80. Race was included as
non-Hispanic white (reference), non-Hispanic black, Mexican
American, and ‘‘other.’’ The ‘‘other’’ category included all
non-Mexican Hispanics and also all non-Hispanics from racial
groups other than white or black. Education was coded in
5 categories: 0–8 years of schooling, 9–11 years, 12 years,
some college or associate’s degree, and bachelor’s degree or
higher. Descriptive analyses showed education to be linearly
related to reliability; for parsimony, we entered this variable
continuously in multivariate models.

Time between interviews. The data included age in
months at the household and mobile examination center in-
terviews. Using these 2 pieces of information, we calculated
the approximate time difference between the interviews. We
included it in analyses as 0–1 month (reference), 2 months,
and ‘‘missing.’’ This last category comprised 3.7% of respon-
dents who did not have valid information on age in months
so we could not calculate the time between interviews.

Intervening health. During the second interview, respon-
dents were asked several questions pertaining to their health
during the previous 30 days. For most respondents, this time
period corresponded to the time between interviews, so it
potentially influenced changes in health ratings. The questions
included getting a head or chest cold; stomach or intestinal
illness; flu, pneumonia, or ear infection; and additional ques-
tions about the number of days with poor physical or mental
health. We created 2 summary variables: a dichotomous
variable capturing any or no illness (reference) and the total
number of days in poor physical and/or mental health
(continuous, range of 0–60).

Analysis

We calculated 5 measures of agreement and association
between the pairs of health ratings. First, polychoric corre-
lation coefficients, a measure of association for ordinal data
such as SRH (16), can be interpreted similarly to a Pearson
correlation. Second, kappa coefficients measured agreement
between the 2 ratings beyond what would be expected by
chance. Guidelines for interpreting kappa suggest that kappa
below 0.4 indicates low agreement, from 0.4 to below 0.6
moderate agreement, and from 0.6 to below 0.8 substantial
agreement (6). Third, weighted kappa with linear weights (17)
incorporated information about the distance between the
2 ratings, so that ratings 1 category apart counted as ‘‘less
disagreement’’ than a pair of ratings 2 categories apart. This
index depends on the choice of weights used for the estima-
tion and is best suited to comparing population groups. De-
tails about the calculation and interpretation of kappa and
weighted kappa coefficients are available elsewhere (17, 18).
Fourth, we tabulated the proportion of respondents who
changed their rating between interviews. Fifth, we calculated
the proportion who would be classified differently across in-
terviews if SRH were dichotomized as excellent/very good/
good versus poor/fair.

Next, we compiled a table of all pairs of responses or a
‘‘transition’’ matrix. This table shows the distribution of SRH
levels at the second interview for each SRH level reported at
the first interview. Finally, we estimated 2 models of change
to examine reliability by sociodemographic factors, baseline
health, and recent illness: a logistic model of any change in
the SRH rating versus no change and a multinomial model
that, conditional on a rating change, distinguished whether
the second rating was better or worse than the first one.

We conducted extensive sensitivity analyses to ascertain
the robustness of the findings. Among these, models that es-
timated the magnitude of change (ordered logistic models of
no change vs. differences of 1 SRH level, 2, or more levels)
yielded results very similar to those shown here. Because
the educational attainment of adults in their early twenties is
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often not completed, we also reestimated all models for
adults aged 25–80 years. This restriction also did not change
our conclusions; all results are available on request.

Analyses were conducted by using STATA, version 11.0,
software (19). With the exception of polychoric correlation
and kappa coefficients (for which the adjustment procedures
were not available), the analyses were adjusted for the com-
plex NHANES sampling design. Readers should interpret
the correlation and kappa measures accordingly.

RESULTS

At the first interview, 17% of respondents reported their
health as excellent, while 32% and 34% rated their health as
very good or good, respectively. Fewer than 17% judged their
health to be fair or poor. Each of the measures of agreement/
association shown in the remaining 5 columns in Table 1
provides a different perspective on the reliability of the
SRH. For the sample, the correlation between the 2 sets of
ratings was 0.75, indicating moderate to somewhat strong
association. The kappa coefficient of 0.43 was at the low end
of the ‘‘moderate’’ range. Overall, nearly 40% of respon-
dents changed their rating between the 2 interviews. If SRH
were dichotomized, 10.5% would be classified in a different
category.

Reliability differed across population characteristics. Gen-
erally, the comparisons were similar regardless of which 1 of
the 5 measures was used; we therefore comment on the over-
all patterns. Age had a nonlinear relation with reliability:
Middle-aged respondents were more consistent than either
younger or older adults. Women’s ratings were slightly more
stable than men’s, but the differences were small. Reporting
an acute illness and the number of sick days in the last
30 days did not systematically affect reliability. In contrast,
considerable differences in reliability emerged by race/
ethnicity. Mexican-American adults changed their health
ratings more than any other groups, although black adults
also had lower reliability compared with white or ‘‘other’’
adults. An even greater disparity appeared by education,
whereby more schooling was associated with higher consis-
tency. Respondents with a bachelor’s degree had the highest
rating stability of any group (only 34% changed their rating).
The difference for the proportion who would cross a threshold
using dichotomized SRH was particularly striking: Nearly
22% of those with the least education would switch cate-
gories, compared with fewer than 4% among those with the
most education. These differences are substantial, even tak-
ing into account the fact that less educated adults had lower
average health ratings and were thus closer to the threshold.

Table 2 shows the distribution of ratings across the 2 sets
of interviews. Among respondents who rated their health as
excellent during the first interview, more than half (51.8%)
changed their rating, making it the least stable of the 5 SRH
levels. ‘‘Very good’’ and ‘‘good’’ health categories were more
stable: nearly two thirds of observations remained unchanged,
followed by the lowest 2 health categories, for which about
50% of the observations did not change. Most respondents
who changed ratings did so by only 1 category; however,
almost 14% of the respondents who changed their rating did
so by 2 or 3 levels.

Table 3 shows results from 2 models of rating change in a
multivariate framework. The first is a logistic model of change
versus no change. Several variables were associated with the
reliability of SRH, including age, education, race/ethnicity,
and the level of health reported at the first interview. Respon-
dents older than 60 years, black and Mexican-American
adults, and respondents with less schooling provided signifi-
cantly less reliable health ratings than did younger respondents,
white adults, and those with more schooling, respectively. The
magnitude of the differences was substantial: The odds that
a health rating would change increased by 11% for each ed-
ucation category and were over 25% higher for black and
Mexican Americans compared with white adults. Respon-
dents with a more ‘‘extreme’’ first health rating were signif-
icantly more likely to change their rating than were those
who rated their health as the middle (‘‘good’’) category. This
pattern may reflect a ‘‘regression to the mean’’ or a ‘‘floor/
ceiling’’ effect, reflecting a limit to the range of values avail-
able to respondents at the extreme health categories (20, 21).

The second model in Table 3 distinguishes upgrading or
downgrading one’s rating relative to no change. Age, race, and
education were significant correlates of at least one direction
of change. Younger adults were more likely than the middle
aged to upgrade their rating and less likely to downgrade it.
Nonwhite respondents and those with less schooling were
significantly more likely to rate their health as worse, relative
to their white and more educated counterparts. For both di-
rections of change, the level of the initial SRH judgment was
clearly important: The better the health rating during the first
interview, the more likely it was to be downgraded; the worse
the initial rating, the more likely it was to be upgraded. Fi-
nally, respondents who experienced poor health between the
interviews, captured particularly with the number of ‘‘sick’’
days, were significantly more likely to rate their health as
worse and significantly less likely to rate their health as better,
compared with those without intervening health events.

DISCUSSION

We investigated the reliability of self-rated health in a
large sample representative of US adults, using data from
2 interviews about 1 month apart. A substantial proportion
of individuals (40%) changed their ratings across the 2 in-
terviews. Kappa statistics and other measures of agreement
indicated only a moderate level of consistency. Most indi-
viduals who changed their ratings did so by only one level,
but 14% differed by 2 or more SRH levels.

There was a strong floor/ceiling effect of the initial rating,
whereby the highest health levels during the first interview
were more likely to become lower, and the lowest ratings
were more likely to improve. An initial rating of ‘‘good’’
health, the middle SRH level, was associated with the high-
est consistency. Additionally, acute health events or periods
of poor health between the 2 interviews had an interesting
impact on reliability, as they did not affect stability or the
likelihood that a respondent would change his/her rating.
Conditional on a change in the rating, however, a respondent
who experienced any period of poor health was signifi-
cantly more likely to ‘‘downgrade’’ his/her rating and was
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Table 1. Sample Characteristics and Measures of Agreement Between Ratings, by Population Subgroups of US

Adults Aged 20–80 years, NHANES, 2005–2008 (n ¼ 9,235)

Proportion,
%

Polychoric
Correlation

Kappa
Weighted
Kappa

% Changed
Rating

% Changed if
Dichotomized

Total 100 0.75 0.43 0.56 39.6 10.5

Age, years

20–39 38.2 0.70 0.41 0.52 39.6 9.5

40–59 39.9 0.80 0.46 0.60 37.7 10.2

60–80 21.9 0.74 0.41 0.55 42.8 12.9

Sex

Male 48.6 0.74 0.42 0.55 39.8 10.7

Female 51.4 0.77 0.44 0.57 39.4 10.4

Race

White 71.3 0.79 0.46 0.59 38.2 8.5

Black 11.1 0.74 0.40 0.53 43.8 13.9

Mexican American 12.3 0.68 0.38 0.49 45.0 19.1

Other 5.3 0.79 0.44 0.59 37.4 10.2

Education

0–8 years 5.9 0.65 0.37 0.46 43.8 21.9

9–11 years 12.1 0.64 0.34 0.46 45.6 18.3

12 years 25.0 0.74 0.42 0.55 41.3 12.7

Some college 30.6 0.76 0.42 0.55 39.5 9.2

Bachelor’s degree or higher 26.3 0.80 0.48 0.60 34.3 3.8

Any recent illness

No 74.9 0.75 0.43 0.56 39.3 9.6

Yes 25.1 0.74 0.43 0.56 40.7 13.4

No. of days sick

0 44.7 0.70 0.41 0.52 39.4 8.4

1–7 29.6 0.73 0.44 0.55 38.6 9.0

8–20 12.8 0.73 0.40 0.53 42.8 14.0

21–60 12.8 0.77 0.43 0.57 39.8 18.0

Time between interviews

1 month or less 89.6 0.75 0.43 0.56 39.3 10.3

2 monthsa 10.4 0.77 0.43 0.57 40.2 10.3

SRH at household interviewb

Excellent 17.2 51.8 1.8

Very good 31.8 36.8 2.7

Good 34.1 34.2 11.1

Fair 13.7 42.6 37.8

Poor 3.2 45.6 12.4

MEC rating compared with
household interview

No change 60.4

Improved/better 16.7

Worsened 22.9

Abbreviations: MEC, mobile examination center; NHANES, National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey;

SRH, self-rated health.
a A delay of 3 months between interviews was experienced by 0.2% of respondents; they are included here.
b Measures of agreement and association are not defined for individual categories of self-rated health because

they require variance in the distribution of both sets of ratings.
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also significantly less likely to ‘‘upgrade’’ his/her rating, com-
pared with those who experienced no salient health events.

We also found substantial sociodemographic differences
in reliability. Minority adults and those with less education
had significantly lower test-retest reliability than whites and

those with more schooling. Given the pervasiveness of SRH
in literature on health inequalities, these group differences
are important. They may, for instance, help to explain why
SRH is a weaker predictor of mortality for those with lower
socioeconomic status in the United States (4) and for blacks

Table 2. Health Ratingsa at Each Interview, for Total Sample and by Household-Interview Ratings of US Adults

Aged 20–80 Years, NHANES, 2005–2008 (n ¼ 9,235)b

Health
Ratings

Household
Interview, %

MEC
Interview, %

Distribution of SRH Responses in the MEC Interview at
Each Level of Household-Interview SRH

Excellent, % Very Good, % Good, % Fair, % Poor, %

Excellent 17.2 11.4 48.2 6.9 2.4 0.8 0.5

Very good 31.8 34.3 37.9 63.2 20.7 4.2 1.3

Good 34.1 38.0 12.1 27.2 65.8 32.8 10.7

Fair 13.7 13.7 1.7 2.7 10.6 57.4 33.2

Poor 3.2 2.6 0.0 0.0 0.5 4.8 54.4

100.0 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.1

Abbreviations: MEC, mobile examination center; NHANES, National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey;

SRH, self-rated health.
a Adjusted for sampling design.
b Values may not total ‘‘100’’ because of rounding.

Table 3. Correlates of Changea in Health Ratings Across 2 Interviews of US Adults Aged 20–80 Years, NHANES, 2005–2008 (n ¼ 9,235)b

Change
Multinomial Model of Better/Worse Rating

Better Worse

Exponentiated
Coefficients

95% CI
Exponentiated
Coefficients

95% CI
Exponentiated
Coefficients

95% CI

Age, years

20–39 1.01 0.90, 1.13 1.21* 1.04, 1.41 0.83* 0.71, 0.98

60–80 1.18* 1.01, 1.39 1.11 0.92, 1.34 1.22 0.99, 1.50

Female sex 1.00 0.91, 1.10 1.00 0.89, 1.11 1.02 0.90, 1.15

Education 0.89** 0.84, 0.94 1.07 0.97, 1.18 0.76** 0.72, 0.82

Race

Black 1.26** 1.12, 1.41 0.89 0.72, 1.10 1.68** 1.40, 2.02

Mexican 1.25** 1.11, 1.41 0.89 0.74, 1.06 1.75** 1.43, 2.16

Other 1.03 0.83, 1.27 0.74 0.49, 1.10 1.33* 1.03, 1.72

Any illness 1.07 0.94, 1.22 0.93 0.78, 1.10 1.20 0.99, 1.46

Days sick 1.00 1.00, 1.00 0.97** 0.97, 0.98 1.03** 1.02, 1.04

Time between interviews

1–2 months 1.04 0.90, 1.20 1.31* 1.06, 1.62 0.83 0.67, 1.03

Missing 1.31 0.97, 1.78 1.15 0.74, 1.78 1.39 0.96, 2.02

Health rating at first interview

Excellent 2.28** 1.86, 2.81 0.00** 0.00, 0.00 10.58** 8.64, 12.95

Very good 1.21* 1.01, 1.46 0.28** 0.23, 0.33 4.01** 3.30, 4.88

Fair 1.28** 1.12, 1.47 2.39** 2.04, 2.79 0.26** 0.19, 0.37

Poor 1.38* 1.06, 1.79 4.56** 3.42, 6.07 0.00** 0.00, 0.00

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; NHANES, National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey.

* P < 0.05; **P < 0.001.
a Adjusted for sampling design.
b Reference levels for categorical variables are age 40–59 years, male, non-Hispanic white, no illness during the 30 days prior to second

interview, less than 1 month between interviews, and ‘‘good’’ health at the baseline.
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compared with whites (22, 23): With more measurement
error, the estimates of the effect of SRH may be more biased
toward zero for these disadvantaged groups.

Systematic differences in rating reproducibility across
subgroups could arise from greater error or uncertainty about
actual health status for some groups compared with others.
The unequal reliability could also be caused by differential
underlying distribution of health (8) if population groups
vary in their actual health status and reliability is lower at
some levels of health than others. In general, such reliability
differentials could be problematic for the measurement and
explanation of health inequalities among American adults,
where researchers often use SRH as a measure of general
health.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to test
the reliability of general SRH in the US population. Despite
the importance of understanding the reliability of the SRH
measure, only 2 studies have examined this issue in detail,
both using non-US samples (8, 9). Crossley and Kennedy (8)
found that, among Australian respondents, 28% changed
their health rating within the same interview (before and
after a detailed battery of health questions). Their data thus
indicate a greater stability of SRH compared with our sam-
ple, in which nearly 40% of respondents changed their rat-
ings (albeit over the course of about 1 month). Lundberg and
Manderbacka (9) also reported considerably higher consis-
tency in a Swedish sample, with fewer than 15% of respon-
dents changing their ratings over 1 month’s timeframe.
They, however, used a 3-category SRH measure, and it is
known that the number of levels in a variable influences its
reliability (13). Taking this into account, we found that their
results are not far from our results for dichotomized SRH, for
which fewer than 11% of respondents would have changed
categories between interviews. Also consistent with our
findings for the United States, Crossley and Kennedy (8)
found that the propensity to change ratings varied by socio-
demographic characteristics, with older and lower-income
respondents more likely to revise their ratings.

In contrast to the paucity of studies analyzing the short-
term consistency of SRH, several studies have examined
SRH stability over longer periods of time. In a 1973 study
of the US elderly, only 34% changed their health during
15 years of the study — although the sample was likely to
suffer from selection bias (24). Among Norwegian adoles-
cents, 41% changed their health evaluation over a 4-year
period (25), closely in line with findings for young Austra-
lian women, 37% of whom changed their health rating over
a period of the same duration (26). It is somewhat surprising
that the respondents in the current study changed health
categories in 1 month, with a frequency comparable to what
occurred over several years in these studies. Perhaps this is
because the long-term studies tapped into the stability of
health ratings due to both relatively unchanging underlying
health and fixed reporting styles. In contrast, short-term test-
retest reliability might capture random error associated with
any individual health rating, such that the second response
reflects a new draw from the measurement error distribution
that can lead to a different categorization.

It is also possible that the different interview settings for the
2 interviews contributed to the variability in the respondents’

health judgments in our study. Although the 2 SRH ratings
were elicited with identical wording and mode of adminis-
tration via face-to-face interviews, the setting was changed.
The first rating was given during a household interview, but
the second one occurred as a part of a medical examination
in a mobile examination center. The ‘‘medical’’ environ-
ment of the second examination interview may have framed
the rating (8), perhaps by making existing health problems
more salient to the respondents, prompting them to down-
grade their health status. This possibility is consistent with
the finding that, among respondents who changed their rat-
ing, more downgraded (23%) than upgraded (17%).

The medical framing hypothesis also has some support
from the fact that minority and less educated respondents,
who tend to have more health conditions and problems, were
more likely to downgrade their health between the 2 waves,
perhaps reflecting the increased attention brought to their
health during the medical examination. Our data do not allow
us to examine the framing hypothesis in more detail, but
future studies could randomize the SRH question placement
within surveys, which would help to establish the strength
and nature of such effects.

Whatever the source, our findings imply substantial mea-
surement error in self-rated health among US adults, partic-
ularly for those with less education and nonwhite race/
ethnicity. This error could have important implications for
a wide range of epidemiologic and social science research
that utilizes SRH as a summary measure of overall health,
whether as a predictor or an outcome. When a covariate in
multivariate analysis is measured with error, its effect is
biased and inconsistent; moreover, the effects of other pre-
dictors may become biased as well (7, 27). Dichotomization
of the 5-point scale may be a useful strategy for increasing
the reliability of SRH in the general population, although it
may not decrease the group differentials in consistency.
Future research using self-rated health should consider using
one of several available procedures (27) aimed at correcting
for measurement error in linear and nonlinear regression
models.
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